
 

Revelation Of Upcoming World Events
 
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. I
will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I trust. Surely he shall
deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence. He shall cover thee with
his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. Thou shalt
not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; Nor for the pestilence that
walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday. A thousand shall fall at thy
side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. Only with thine eyes shalt
thou behold and see the reward of the wicked. Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my
refuge, even the most High, thy habitation; There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague
come nigh thy dwelling. For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone. Thou shalt tread upon
the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet. Because he hath set
his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he hath known my
name. He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him,
and honour him. With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my
salvation.                                                             Psalms 91:1-16

During a motion of the spirit of the Lord, a revelation was given concerning upcoming world
events. Please refer to Daniel chapter 11 and pray for understanding concerning these things. 
 
Recent events in the mid east have shown the dissention and skirmishes that have come in a
greater intensity to the region. Earthquakes and natural disasters accompanied by seismic
activity around most areas of the world have revealed just how unstable the earth is beneath
our feet. Monetary tsunamis have hit every economy; no nation has been exempt from the
financial terrorism that has capitulated the world into mass fear over the looming collapses of
governments and nations over fiscal responsibilities for the inhabitants of their nations. Along
with this are numerous wars and risings of kingdoms verses nations worldwide; this all in
fulfillment of the prophecy given by Christ in Matthew 24 that the world would come to this
place in time. 
 



It was during the motion of the spirit of the Lord on the night of April 10th, 2011 that the Lord
laid out as it were a prophetic road map for His Overcomers to know and to follow and to be
comforted thereby. In this roadmap is the revelation of what will take place in the world of men
and how long these things shall be until the coming of Christ and His Kingdom, the ultimate
promise to mankind. With much trembling in my spirit I lay out these words now in the form of
prophecy so that the reader may be encouraged and edified and that they may fix their gaze
steadfastly upon Christ Jesus alone and upon no – other – thing. He alone must fill the total
gaze of your eyesight until we are delivered through these times unto the other side of this
motion of time, delivered unto the timeless next age wherein The New Jerusalem will
encapsulate this entire natural world into the realm of His spirit and Kingdom. The promise is
wonderful, the Lord is going to come and restore this creation by making all things new once
again, but we just have to get through this upcoming time to arrive there. Here then are the
words I have received, laid out in plain texts so that you may weigh them and garnish them with
prayer, hope and trust, knowing that the end result of all this time of trouble will be the dawn of
that great day of the rule of Jesus over the world of men. May the Lord hasten it in His time.

The wars and invasions of the mid eastern countries of Iraq, Afghanistan, Egypt and Libya are
only small skirmishes and preludes to a much larger event that is quickly going to happen.
Daniel 11: 1-5 reveals the rising up and dominion of the “king of the south”. This king of the
south is Iran who at this present time has inserted spy networks into the other Arabian nations.
These spies are stirring up and creating the strong resistance known as the Muslim
brotherhood, an extreme Muslim state designed to radically enforce their beliefs on the rest of
the Middle East. More on the extremeness of this group later, for now know that Iran is the
noted king of the south which has gained strength to resist all other world powers by force of
their contentions. They are the fuelling power for terrorism networks worldwide and they have
brought about the extreme conditions of acts of terrorism not only in the mid east, but also in
many other parts of the world. 
 
But there is another king. This is the king of the north, and that king is a direct descendant of
the ancient Assyrians, this is the nation of Germany, a warring nation in world history. They also
formed terrorism worldwide in past history causing persecution and terrorism against the
inhabitants of their regions in times past. This king of the north is I believe the wounded head
of the beast, whose wound was healed found in Revelation 13:3. One can go through the middle
part of Daniel 11 to see how the agreements and broken agreements will come and happen
between the king of the south and the king of the north in the days ahead. I will however sum
up what I see happening in as simple a manner as is possible. 
 
Germany, in alliance with the European nations, will mount an assault against the king of the
south, and this assault will destroy much of the mid east lands through nuclear missiles and
massive chemical and biological weapons. This will be World War 3. In the course of the sixth
vision in the paper titled “The Coming Of Christ” warring spirits were seen over the North
American continent and particular ones were seen over individual nations on that continent.
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Heavens
This territorial warfare is over all the nations of the earth, and the same spirits that inhabited ancient
times inhabit these times, the very same spirits are working to create the present conditions we see
in the world of men. The spirits of evil that worked in the ancient nation of the Assyrians has
continued in the nation of Germany, and the same spirits that worked over the nations of Babylon,
the Hittites and all the other inhabitants of the middle east nations are working the very same way
now, these are all working in great spiritual war in the “air” over the physical ground and covering of
these nations now alive. The only difference is that we have progressed in time towards the
determinate date that the Heavenly Father alone knows by which the world of men will be ruled by
the King of Kings when He comes again bringing His Kingdom and peace with Him. When He comes,
He will “catch up”, those whom He has determined to be His Overcomers. These He will catch up into
the “air”, to meet them in the air according to 1 Thessalonians 4:17. Not a physical catching up of their
bodies as is the doctrine of the rapture, but a change whereby mortality is swallowed up of
immortality and corruption is engulfed by incorruption. At this point in time set by the Father this
will take place. The Overcomers then will do their final task and that is to inhabit the “air” thus
rooting out and destroying these warring spirits which at this time control the world of men.
 
Do not think for a moment that this will be a long way off in time. The war that is about to happen
will come very quickly in our time, it is almost ready to begin. The formation of the king of the south,
the power of Iran bringing in acts of unrest and tumult to Libya and now Ethiopia only took a short
time. The first few verses of Daniel chapter 11 happened in less than 6 weeks of time. The collapse of
peace in this region is going to be much worse than it is now in a very short period of time. When this
much greater war begins in the mid east, the war that will dwarf all other wars previous, the collapse
of the entire western economy will also happen at the very same time, a collapse much worse than
has happened thus far. This generation alive now will not pass away and with your very eyes you will
see these things come to pass. Nothing now can prevent this war from beginning and consuming the
entire eastern world, Europe and the Middle East. It will draw the western world into financial ruin
and it will cause the nations to have no answer of peace between them.
 
Allow me now to put in below a prophecy the Lord gave me in 1983 concerning tribulation that would
come during my lifetime which would culminate in the appearing of Christ and the Kingdom of God.
Quote from the prophecy titled “Tribulation”.
"Hold fast my sons to the truth that you know, be not swayed at what I am about to
do, nor dismayed at the severity of my judgment. Know that I hold you and your
loved ones in the palm of my hand, whilst the tempest rages about, you shall find
your comfort in me. For behold what I now do says God. This is the time I have
chosen to expose the falseness and perverseness in the governments of kingdoms. I
shall cause the strength of dominions to be tarnished by the anger of ungodly men.
Although you see the nations search for a solution to the enmity between them, yet
they shall find none, and that which they have imagined to do shall I recompense to
them. Yea I say to you my sons, You shall see this, and shall know that I have done
it. All about you will seem to fall, seem to fail, but I say to you , It shall not be for long
that this tempest shall rage, for I will cause to cease the voice of mirth, the voice of
gladness the celebration of wines and festivals. Yea, my body shall see the
destruction of this image of blasphemy, and shall know that this must be till the time
of restoration. I will wrap up all in the grace of my purpose, and shall be satisfied."
End quote.
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Along with the Great War and the distress of nations will also be many increases in natural
phenomenon, weather patterns, earthquakes and tsunamis, distresses caused by earth shifts and
stellar gravitational pulls, all within this same time frame. The natural disasters will cause havoc in
man’s wisdom revealing just how foolish their wisdom really is. They will see more nuclear radiation
and levels of radioactive particles increasing daily worldwide. In the year 1986 the Lord said to me
that there was now “no safe place upon the earth anymore”.  There is not one square foot anywhere
now that can be deemed as safe. There is no escape from the monetary collapse, the war, the
radiation and the distresses caused by the collapse of all things, it is all being done by the hand of the
Father in shaking all things together, EXCEPT THAT THE LORD HAS REVEALED A WONDERFUL TRUTH.
 
In papers past I prophesied that there would be a time where the presence of God would wane from
the earth. In writing this to they that overcome, I stated that this waning would be a form of distress
to us who were used to the Pentecostal presence of God. But the time would come when God would
remove any awareness of His presence from us. Not that He truly left, but that His presence was not
perceived by us. But also I prophesied that in the middle of this waning of His presence, toward the
end of that time where God seems absent, a great peace would envelop all those whom He has
determined to raise in the first resurrection. Well now I am going to add to those two prophecies and
add another factor that will also come into play by the promise of the Lord. And that is that for they
who are Overcomers, those whom Father has slated to be a part of the first resurrection, there will
come a time which is already here where the Overcomer WILL BE IMMUNE FROM THE WARS, THE
RADIATION AND THE EXPLOSIVE NATURE OF THIS PRESENT WORLD OF MEN.  The Overcomers will be
KEPT even unto the coming of Christ. This immunity will be the protective shadow of the Almighty,
even the Ancient of Days over the lives of those whom He is forming into His Army, those who will
rise when Christ appears. Right now many of those who are to rise in the first resurrection feel very
much disqualified for it. They only see the height of their carnality, the power of their flesh to resist
their faith, the continual assault upon them by all their outward circumstances which causes them
hurt or harm. They do not feel that the Lord could use them because they are so far removed from
what they think is a righteous standard. But it is these who feel disqualified that the Lord imputes His
righteousness on and it is on these that His shadow will cover, and upon them will be the protection
of the Lord in the form of a complete immunity from all the tribulation that is about to come to the
world of men. After all, the ones who are going to rise in the first resurrection will be carrying the
banner of His love to this world which by that time will be shaken to their very core.
 
There will also be a false coming of the Lord in the Muslim world prior to Christ’s true second coming.
This false coming is being created by the Muslim extremists, the brotherhood of those in the
Muslim/Islam world who believe that they are about to have come the 12th Imam, their form of a
saviour. Their doctrine is that the more tribulation the world is in, the quicker their imam will come.
So they create the conditions needed for tribulation in the world to increase. It is their hope of this
Imam coming that they are targeting any safe place to be a place where turmoil exists for they
believe that their Imam will only come to a troubled world filled with troubled nations. The Imam’s
purpose is to subdue all other kingdoms so that the Imam can rule over all the world of men. This is
an exact imitation of the coming of The Lord Jesus Christ who will subdue all nations and bring them
into the Kingdom of God. The Muslim desire for their 12th Imam to come is not a future prophecy; it
has been in play for some time as is attested to by the turmoil we see in many nations by acts of
terrorism. They have sworn to slay anyone who does not submit to their Islamic doctrine. In their



Koran they are allowed to collaborate with their enemies in order to eventually overtake them.
 
So we have now a further promise to those who are overcoming. That is that the Lord will keep them
immune from the hurt that is going to come to this world. Even through the explosions of nuclear
missiles, no harm will come to them. Your gardens, your crops, your fields of grains will have no
radiation or harmful effects to you dear reader; the Lord is including you under His shadow of
protection while you wait for these last purposes to be fulfilled. May the Lord hasten this in its time.
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